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Introduction

1. Introduction
It seems like not a week goes by without getting an invitation
in your inbox for another social network/web service: “<insert
name of your acquaintance here> wants you to join <insert
name of new Web 2.0 startup here>” while at same time your
inbox is overflowing with message notifications left by contacts
from the networks you are a part of.
During the last few years social networking sites have become
a de facto part of the internet and a primary destination for
many internet users. Even though the market seems to be
saturated with social networking sites for every type of target
group, the concepts driving these sites are incredibly similar in
form and execution.
Users create personal profiles, where they define their vital
statistics, interests, favourite music, movies, books etc. They can
send messages to one and another, join topical groups, share
photographs and blogs. Users can also add other users to their
‘friends’ lists on their profile. This so-called “friending” process
involves inviting another user to be one’s friend, and the other’s
acceptance of that invitation. This “friendship” is then publicly
represented by a picture and a link to the friends’ profile in the
‘friends’ section of the users’ profile.
Consider what this means for the online representation of
friendship:
Friendship in online social networks is represented by a hyperlink and a picture.
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While this hyperlinked network structure that is created by the
users forms the basis for the main mode of navigation on the
website (not counting search), this implementation model is a
far cry from the mental model that friendship entails.
Actual friendships and social relations are much more implicitly
defined. Sociologists define friendship as an informal category
without clear boundaries or mutual responsibilities. Being just
friends indicates “voluntary relations, the content and future of
the bond being always at the discretion of each party” [Fischer,
1982 via Boyd, 2006].
Even though the definition of friendship differs from person to
person, we can tell a lot about our relationships based on the
contexts which they share. Furthermore, people derive meaning
of their relationship from these shared contexts.
Based on these findings we arrive at the central research question for this thesis:
Can we find methods to add to the online representation of
friendship that enrich the social experience in social networking
sites?

1.1 Motivation
With the advent of AJAX and Web 2.0 we’ve become intimately
acquainted with the concepts of the ‘Rich Internet Application’
and the ‘The Social Web’. The internet user was Newsweek’s
Person of the Year in 2006, responsible for an endless flow of
content, driven by their interaction with each other.
However, has the internet also become a more sociable medium? These new technologies provide for a rich Human – Computer interaction, but concepts for rich social interaction have
shown to be a poor approximation ‘real’ social life [Boyd, 2005].
The current model employed in online social networks is a crude
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approximation at best, driven by technological implementations.
Interesting to note is the comparison between autism and the
way that social life is algorithmically defined online [Boyd,
2005]. The endless nuances that are present in relationships that
people manage in everyday life are boiled down into limited
modes of interaction or perception online. We try to teach
autistic children social skills by formalizing social affect: ‘smile
good’ and ‘frown bad’ so that they can understand the world.
This is what happens in online social networks as well.
The formalization and homogenisation of relationships that
is dictated by the networks’ implementation derides from the
actualities of social life. We need to find ways to introduce a
rich social experience and social interaction that is worthy of
the name ‘The Social Web’.

1.2 Goals
Though the last sentence of the preceding paragraph defines
the goal of this thesis in its broadest sense, it immediately raises
more questions than that it answers.
Let’s start with the most obvious one:
What constitutes a rich social experience?
Last year social networking website Facebook upgraded their
site with new ‘social’ features most notably the addition of
news feeds. These feeds basically broadcasted every action of a
user to al his contacts in the network. The effect of the update
wasn’t without any reaction of the userbase: Within a few
hours after the release of these features Facebook users were
staging a revolt. According to them these new features turned
Facebook into a Big Brother community, where everybody was

1-1 Facebook privacy controls
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monitoring each others actions. What Facebook failed to understand is that people derive power from implicitly managing the
nuances that define social interaction. By making every action
explicit Facebook completely disregarded the behaviour of their
users.
Their solution was to quickly bolt controls onto these social
features that allowed a user to select which actions should
be reported publicly. Note that this half-hearted solution still
forces the user to explicitly think about whether they want their
actions to be public, while in natural social interaction this is a
much more intuitive and implicit process.
So if making every user’s actions explicit isn’t the way to improve social interaction, then what approach would lead to a
richer user experience?
The key understanding here is to note that much of the social
interaction that people have is governed by the context in
which they know each other. The context not only defines the
interaction, but the communication as well. By making the user
aware of the context you allow him to reflect on his/her own
actions and/or shared context. This reflection then drives the
user to interact with his contacts (or not!). Thus a richer form of
social interaction is realized.
So we arrive at the following question: How do we provide the
user with the means to explore his shared context and actions in
a way that is not oppressive to the social experience?

1.3 Methodology
Now, this is where the discipline of Information Visualization
enters the social network. We exploit the autistic and homogenate properties of the quantifiable implementation of the
current social networks to create an associative visual and interactive model that should reflect the mental model of the users’
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social network. Robert Spence [2001] explains why this is the
most important usages of information visualization:
“You are the owner of some numerical data which, you feel, is
hiding some fundamental relation which could be exploited to
your advantage, perhaps for business or merely for pleasure.
You than glance at some visual presentation of that data and
exclaim ‘Ah ha! - now I understand’. That is what information
visualization is about. It is the process of forming a mental
model of data, thereby gaining insight into that data.”
The choice to use a visual representation is driven by the fact
that the human visual system has a tremendous talent for pattern recognition. Another benefit of this is that it also makes
the reflection defined in the previous paragraph an implicit
process. It is up to the user (with the aid of interactive tools)
to make assumptions about his own behaviour. The system
should present overlapping contexts to the user in a way that
it becomes easily identifiable, but shouldn’t dictate the users’
interaction.
However, we can further enhance the understanding of the visual model by adding interactive dynamic behaviour to it. Take
into account that “the content and future of the bond is always
at the discretion of each party.” [Fisher, via Boyd again] social
relationships are continually evolving, growing, adapting and
atrophying over time based on the actions of the users engaging in social interaction.
By modelling the social relationships in an environment which
allows for dynamic behaviour, one can better approximate the
various ways that people interact.
Also take into account that the meaning of a symbolic representation can change based on the behaviour of the symbol
over time. A cross becomes a mill if it is seen rotating around its
centre axis. Similarly a group of circles becomes a crowd based
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on the way they keep distance from each other when another
shape tries to cross the group. While this example is best seen in
motion, here is a comparison between the two:

1-2

Difference in the perception of symbols based on
behaviour over time.
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Context & Definitions

2. Context & Definitions
2.1 Social Networks
While group-based social networks such as Classmates.com
(1995) have been around since the dawn of Web 1.0 it has only
been in recent years that social networking sites have become a
major part of internet strategy. It was the success and exposure
of Friendster (2002) that lead to an avalanche of social networking services. MySpace, Orkut, Yahoo! 360, Friendster, FaceBook,
Hyves, FaceBox, Tribe.net, MSN Spaces and Cyworld are just a
few of the websites competing in this area. While these networks are very broad in terms of target groups, the last few
years social networks with more specific interaction goals have
sprung up such as: Last.FM (Music), Xing (Business), LinkedIn
(Business), Plazes (Geotagging), Flickr (Photos). In these networks the user’s interaction is focussed on a common interest
rather than broad personal profiles.
Most of the larger social networks share the same properties,
User created profiles that describe characteristics, likes and
dislikes, combined with a photo, a public friendslist of mutual
contacts, some form of messaging between users (public as well
as private), Some form of blogging and the possibility to upload
pictures and music.

2-1 Some popular online
social networks
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2.1.1 History
While ‘the social web’ is one of the major components of the
current Web 2.0 wave, social software came into being as soon
as computers were connected through networks. With e-mail
actually predating the internet, there are several other technologies and methods of communication that have played an
important role over the years. Many of the communication
principles present in current social networking websites originate from these technologies. Of course many of these have
their real world equivalents but it is important to study these
implementations because they were used as the basis of the
implementation models that drive the current social networking
services.

Usenet
After e-mail, Usenet is one of the oldest internet based communication systems that is still in widespread use. It was established in 1980, over a decade before the World Wide Web was
introduced and the general public was admitted to the Internet.
People can post ‘articles’ which are organized into topical categories called ‘newsgroups’ which are organized into hierarchies
of subjects. While still in use by the more tech-savvy population of the internet, their role as online message boards have
been largely displaced by WWW-driven forums that operate
with a user friendly web interface and offer a more structured
mode of communication. Being the oldest of the online communication systems many principles, terms and internet specific
humour have originated from Usenet, such as ‘spam’, ‘faq’,
‘flaming’, ‘trolling’, ‘flooding’, ‘newbies’
2-2 Usenet in 1981

The important concepts that social networking sites took
from Usenet was the topological organization of discussions
and the group organization structure.
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While Usenet was excellent to discuss about a lot of different
subjects it had one major disadvantage, the communication
wasn’t real-time e.g. you couldn’t have a conversation in the
same sense as having a conversation one would have in real
life. You had to post a message to a group, wait for someone
else to receive that message on his news server, after which the
person was able to respond by sending his reply back to the
newsgroup which would take considerable time, (the notion of
considerable time is quite relative in this case, but let’s assume
that for a good online conversation one needs a response time
varying from about 3 to 20 seconds). People started looking for
a more ‘realtime’ mode of communication where the delivery
of messages was more instantaneous. Thus in the late 80’s (1988
to be precise) IRC was created by Finnish programmer Jarkko
Oikarinen.

IRC

Internet Relay Chat

Jarkko Oikarinen was trying to create a replacement program
for a BBS that allowed people to chat with each other in realtime, without the big delays people were used to from Usenet.
Interesting to note is that once response times of message

2-3 A typical IRC Conversation

started to come down, people realized a sense of telepresence,

(quote from Bash.org)

similar to a phone conversation. One had the feeling that you
and the persons you were communicating with were all in the
same virtual space. This sensation made communicating with
other people on the internet much more dynamic and lively.
Before joining IRC one had to set up some information about
yourself, this limited itself to the usage of a nickname or ‘Nick’.
These provided some anonymity in your online presence yet it
also provided one of the first ways of expressing oneself online.
Once you were connected to an IRC server, one could retrieve
a list of ‘channels’ in which people were communication with
each other. By joining a channel you would receive the messages posted to the channel. Persons could also have a query
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with each other, where they could communicate one on one
with each other. The regular modus operandi of a good IRC
session tends to consist of joining several ‘home channels’ (see
this as your regular coffee house or café) and query sessions
with people you met in those channels. As time progressed one
would become a regular on the channel. What was especially
nice about IRC as mode of communication, it was easy to get in
contact with people you didn’t know but shared similar interests (because they tend to visit the same channels as you).
The usage of nicknames and assumed identities is one of the
major features that carried over from IRC to social networks.
Good nicknames / handles weren’t just a sly pop culture
reference, but expressed something about your character or
identity online.
Because IRC was very much an unregulated communication
system there tended to be somewhat of a Wild West mentality. Channels were for anyone to claim, provided you were the
person to create that channel and hostile takeovers also tended
to happen. Because of this, people had to regulate their own
channels. The same thing held true for nicknames so ‘identity
theft’ could be quite easily accomplished. However, if you were
somewhat tech savvy, kept yourself to the proper netiquette,
IRC was a fun environment to be in, group discussions were a
nice experience where people could provide interesting insights
and because the threshold of joining a channel was quite low,
you could easily meet new likeminded people.
However, as the general population started to come online, IRC
faded into a niche for internet users because of its’ open and
unregulated nature. Unable to deal with the more immature
behavior that some IRC-users displayed, people needed a more
regulated form of online communication. One of the first software creators to successfully jump into this hole was the Israeli
company Mirabilis, with their instant messaging program ICQ in
1996.
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ICQ

“I Seek You” & other Instant Messaging (IM) Software

ICQ was one of the first to offer it’s users a unique ID, a UIN
or Universal Internet Number, which you received upon registration. This guaranteed that you were the only one able to
communicate with that unique ID, thus guaranteeing a certain
validity of online identity, whilst sacrificing some anonymity.
More importantly the user was also able to control who he was
communicating with. You had a regular list of contacts you
could communicate with, you could add people to your list from
a global ICQ address book, which one tended to do quite a lot
in the ‘early’ years when the online population was quite small
(e.g. when you were the only one of your family online, who
else was there to communicate with?) Long distance friendships
could be formed by speaking (typing actually) with people for
a long amount of time. ICQ was so successful that the company
that produced it, Mirabilis was bought in 1998 by America Online (AOL) for $287 million dollar in cash. AOL perceived ICQ as
a threat to their instant messaging network, which could only
be used by AOL subscribers.
Still, Instant Messaging was big business.
In the years after ’98 a literal avalanche of Instant Messengers
flooded the internet. AOL Instant Messenger, MSN Messenger,
Yahoo! Messenger, Jabber, Skype, Google Talk, iChat are just a
few of the major instant messaging clients out there.
In the Netherlands Microsoft was able to snag a large portion of
the market by giving MSN Messenger away for free with their
operating system. Released in ’99, MSN started to get its feet in
the ground around 2001, after which, with the democratization
of the internet its’ user base exploded and it captured around
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95% percent of the IM market in the Netherlands. One of the
great failings (or triumphs, depending on your point of view)
is that most IM networks are proprietary, thus one was unable
to communicate with people from one network to the other.
This lock-in provided a advantage at displacing the competition because people had to use your network to communicate
with friends and family that were already using your network.
Grudgingly, Dutch ICQ users became MSN users (usually running IM clients next to each other) but Microsoft smothered it’s
competition, and is since 2002 the largest IM network in use
in the Netherlands. This in contrast to other countries, where
AOL instant messenger or ICQ or Yahoo! IM have the biggest
market share. One of the first major companies to break open
this lock-in was Google, with their Google Talk client. This client
used an open-source protocol (Jabber) for communication, so
anyone could communicate with anyone, regardless of which
network you were on. (Providing you have access to Google’s
open network).
One of the important aspects that social networking websites took from instant messaging software was the notion
of a friends list, a trusted circle of people that you communicated with and who were allowed to share in your online
presence.
Online Communities
Looking for ways to express themselves online people made
a homepage for themselves, where they could tell everything
about their hobbies, their pets or anything that was interesting to them. However a major problem was that you had to be
a bit tech-savvy to be able to make a homepage. One had to
wrestle with HTML, JavaScript and other techniques to design a
good website. Seeing a opportunity in the marketplace several organizations jumped in on this desire of users to express
themselves online. One of the first community sites to pop up
in Holland with the focus on personal profiles was ICQueen,
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somewhere around early 1998. ICQ users could upload a picture
of themselves, together with some personal information and
could rate each other (a virtual online beauty pageant). This
gave rise to a whole host of sites where people could create
profile and share this with everyone. What is interesting to
note, is that the loyalty to a certain community is actually quite
low, users moving from network to network depending on the
features that a network offers, combined with the target group
that a certain community caters to. Over the past few years
in Holland these Dutch networks have followed each other in
rapid succession: CU2, Sugababes, Hyves, each providing more
features to the user, weblogs, photo sharing, quick messaging
etc. What is interesting of Hyves is that it’s the first popular network in Holland to capitulate on the idea of a social network,
where people are organized in groups of similar interest. Users
are able to explore these connections thus finding more friends
with similar interests or social connections.
What is still very much a problem in these networks that it’s
hard for the owners of these networks to exploit them in a
proper manner. Sure, generic advertising is a good means of
gaining an income, but advertisements run in to a hundredth of
a cent per click. Compare this to Google’ AdSense, where popular adverts can make several dollars per click. In an interview in
the July Issue of Wired Ruport Murdoch of the News Corporation, who recently bought US online community MySpace for
$580 million Murdoch laments the fact that they do not have
any ability to capitalize on the hyper-detailed profiles that their
users make.
Software that would assist in the mining and visualization of
these types of networks could provide the owners with a good
insight into how information propagates trough their network
(very important for viral advertising campaigns) and the behavior of their online users.
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Crossovers & Social Networking services
Looking at these technologies in retrospect it’s easy to see
that the current social networking websites combine several
of the older communication services, The topological organization of Usenet, the creation of an online identity from
IRC/homepages, friends lists from IM software.
Interesting is also the fact that some IM providers (Microsoft,
with MSN Spaces) mimic the personal profile component of
social networking websites, while Hyves released an IM called
‘Kwekker’ you can use to talk to the people who are inside your
Hyves network. This approach of ‘everything but the kitchen
sink’ sometimes make it hard to discern what a social network
actually is being used for, catering to some radical different
target groups within the same website, and thus interface.

2.1.2 Social Inflation
One of the major deficiencies with the current implementations
in social networking services is their complete disregard of a
hierarchy of social contacts. Though hierarchy might actually
be too strong a word to describe the distinctions that people
make in their social contacts, people make distinctions in their
social interaction that drive how they interact and communicate
with them. Like Maslovs’ Pyramid of Needs, there is also a social
hierarchy, driven mostly by the emotional distance that people
have from each other.
This internal model is known as ‘tie-strength’ [Boyd, 2006].
Because of the public nature of social networking sites, it
requires the users to ‘perform’ their friendship to others. Based
on the understanding of their audience participants adjust their
perception of the word friend to make room for these ‘performances of friendship’.
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Notice how completely driven the users choice to show who
his friends are is defined by the technological implementation
model of the social networking service.
The problem with the current implementations with friendslists on social networks is that everyone is your ‘friend’ while
actually the context in which you know somebody, although
friendly, doesn’t fall under your view of friendship. The binary
way in which friendship is acknowledged drives some people
to “collect” friends or members in their friendslist, while this
is not at all representative of their real-world social networks.
Furthermore, because of the explicit public claim of friendship;
people continually have to evaluate how their public declaration of friendship reflects on their audience.
While many social networks chose Dunbar’s number (150, which
represents the theoretical maximum number of individuals with
whom a set of people can maintain a social relationship) as
the limit of contacts that somebody can have, there are numerous examples of people claiming friendships with anywhere
between 300-1500 people. This in turn tends to be highly
unrepresentative of the users actual social network. The ‘social’
inflation devaluates the social experience that users have on
social networking sites. So what are methods to reintroduce a
better social structure into social networks that can be used in a
social network visualization?

2.1.3 Social Architecture
So if the explicit friendship model that is currently employed
in most social networks doesn’t suffice, or at least, creates a
skewed representation of friendship online, how can we create
a visual representation that does justice to the users’ mental model? For that we need to examine how friendships are
formed and how they prosper.
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We are born in the small circle of humans which we call a family. Provided that this is a healthy, stable social unit, these people
stay in your life for a lifetime. But what about the people that
we meet who are not family, but to whom we form an attachment to in strong degree?
As you progress through the different stages of childhood
towards adulthood you interact with an incredibly large group
of other individuals. Much of your time is shared with people in
different organizational contexts: School, high school, (education) sport clubs, bands (leisure). The shared experiences with
these people build up your moral value set for that point in
time. Take into account that values that were important to you
in a certain phase in your life aren’t necessarily carried over into
another phase. Based on our experiences we mix and match,
and fill our value system with the values that define us best as a
person.
What then becomes interesting is that in future encounters we
measure people based on our value system. People with a similar value system as yours are inherently the best people to become friends with, because they validate your value system by
acknowledging that they act in a similar matter. Looking at how
these value systems come into being one notices that they centre around defining experiences in similar contexts. Of course
the emphatic abilities of a person are also inherently important,
because they allow you to recognize a different situation or
context and corresponding reaction as similar to your own.
By creating a system that aids this emphatic ability one can
help users socially interact in a more pleasant way. Notice that
it is not up to the system to replace the empathic system of a
human being, it can only aid in making the patterns that are
necessary for a good emphatic understanding more easily recognizable.
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2.2 Visual Information Design
The discipline Visual information design concerns itself with the
art and science of creating information graphics, such as maps,
tables and graphs to communicate information visually rather
than verbally. They derive their strength from the fact that they
let people use their eyes and minds to draw their own conclusions rather than explicitly state a fact.
Information visualization has only been recognized as a specific
field where statics, graphics and design meet since the mid to
late 80’s. Historically information graphics have always been
used to efficiently communicate between people. Some early
examples include John Snow’s spot maps of a cholera epidemic
and Charles Joseph Minard’s diagram depicting Napoleon’s Russian campaign of 1812.

2-4 Joseph Minard’s diagram of Napoleon’s Russian Campaign
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2-5 John Snow’s map of cholera related deaths in London.
What’s interesting to notice is that John Snow’s maps actually
changed the perception that people had of cholera. Before
his studies where he correlated the outbreaks of cholera to
drinking contaminated water, the medical assumption was that
cholera was an airborne bacteria. Snow’s map went to show
that cholera’s mode of transmission is through water, immediately also establishing the method of prevention: keep drinking
water, food and hands clear of the infected sewage.
When information visualization and design emerged as its own
discipline in the latter half of the 20th century it found itself at
the crossroads between statistics, math and (graphic) design.
Since the interpretation of the visualized data is key, user (like
in interaction design and usability) tend to be involved from
the beginning, to insure that a visualization has its intended
result. However, looking at much of the visualization projects
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that stem from scientific research one notices that there is little
emphasis on the visual design, or at least, many of the basic
principles for good visual design are ignored. This implicitness
of information graphics makes them well suited for exploring social data. Compare the way that information graphics
implicitly communicate with the way that humans perceive the
feelings and state of mind of other people. If an interface or
visualization would explicitly state that the last time you sent an
e-mail to your grandmother was fifty days ago and that it might
be a good and socially responsible idea to send her a message,
you’d tell it to keep its nose out of your affairs. However, if the
user discerns from a visualization that is has been a long time
since he sent an e-mail to his grandmother than it’s up his own
perception of this fact whether or not he should contact his
grandmother.
Snow’s example is in this case more interesting than Minard’s
diagram. While Minard’s diagram gives a good insight to
Napoleon’s Campaign, Snow’s map actually changed people’s
behaviour. A social network visualization shouldn’t behave as
a paternal authority and remind people to interact with each
other, but by helping the user to reflect on their own behaviour
to improve their interaction with other people.
Because of the highly communicative role of information graphics it’s important to involve the user (or viewer) in their creation,
just as in the design of interactive systems, the visual model of
the graphics that people are looking at should be closely tied
to their mental modal. Major studies looking perception and
cognition towards visualization have found specific methods
and properties which, when applied correctly improve both the
quality and the quantity of the information being displayed.
These are explored in the section on preattentive variables (2.2).
However, since we’re working online, we’re dealing with
computers, not paper. This means that we can add interactive
tools to our graphics to let the user hide or show, reorder and
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sort information as he needs it. This act of manipulating and
rearranging the data in an interactive graphic has tremendous
value. The user participates in the discovery process and isn’t
just passively observing the graphic.
This topic is explored in section 2.3 (interactive data representation)
Of course, the next question is ‘what is the user actually discovering with the visualization?’ focussing on this makes the visualization goal driven, just like any other interaction design project. Focus on the user’s goals, and direct the design from there.
Of course different users have different goals. Some might be
interested in finding really specific information from a friend,
in which case the user should be able to find it, by searching
directly for it, or by removing extraneous information by changing filters in the visualization interface. In this case it isn’t as
necessary for the user to get a “big picture” view, or at least, a
“big picture” that is detailed enough to reach the specific data
point that the user is looking for. On the other hand, the user
might be trying to learn something les concrete, like ‘where did
all my friends that I studied with in Amsterdam move to?’

2.2.1 Preattentive Variables
Preattentive variables are the properties of vision and images
that are recognized by the lower levels in the human visual system. Though attention plays a large role in the direction of our
vision this set of properties are recognized at such a speed and
ease that the term ‘preattentive’ is still being used.
By studying these properties and the effects that they have on
human perception, designers of visualizations can make it easy
for the end user / viewer to recognize patterns in the visualized
data. Specifically they help to perform the following tasks:
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Target detection
Rapid detection of the presence or absence of a target element
with a specific, unique visual feature in a field of elements.
Boundary detection
The rapid and accurate detection of boundaries between two
groups of elements
Region tracking
Users are able to track one or more elements with a unique
visual feature as they move in time and space
Counting and estimation
Users can count or estimate the number of elements with a
unique visual property.
An overview of the most important preattentive variables:

Orientation

Density

Closure

Intensity

Hue

Size
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These are the important variables in a static image. However,
in a moving image several other variables can be identified as
being preattentive:

Direction of Motion

Flicker

Velocity of Motion
While these properties can’t be applied in static data representation they become important when dealing with dynamic
representations such as in an interactive online visualization.
By coupling these preattentive properties not only to the visual
design of a visualization but also to the interaction design, we
can aid the users cognition even further. We will explore this in
the next section on interactive data representations.
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2.2.2 	Interactive Data Representations
Because we are dealing with computers and not with paper, a
visualization is best suited when its representation is a dynamic
systems that responds to the user’s interaction as well as the
possibility that the data source is dynamic. The change in properties of the data can then drive the behaviour that the visualization exhibits over time.
Currently a lot of work is being done in terms of business intelligence software that have dashboards to show the state of
the current operations of an enterprise and are used to ‘drive’
business decisions. A lot of these dashboards also overlap with
dynamic visualizations, because of the ‘at a glance’ nature of
these dashboards.
Looking at the work being done on the visualization of dynamic
systems [Fry, 2000] and large data sources an important observation is to note that while there is another discipline besides
computational information designs that exhibits a lot of the
same properties, but for wholly different reasons. Looking at
specific genres of computer games, most notably strategy simulations and ‘god’ games, similar methods and implementations
are found that contribute to a good user experience combined
with interactive data representation.
One specific example to look at is Will Wright’s Sim City, the
well known city simulator that has gone through several iterations and platforms.
Please keep in mind that games use a much more symbolic representation of the data that they visualize than scientific visualizations, but the systems driving this representation are as valid
as any other data source. Most notably, a lot of the underlying
ideas of Sim City as a dynamic system come from John Conway’s
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Game of Life, one of the specific organic simulations referenced
in ‘Organic Information Design’ by Ben Fry.
The objective of Sim City is, as the name suggests to build and
design a city without any specific goals to achieve other than
economic prosperity (at least, if one wants to continue expanding the city). The user (player) has to balance several different
demands of its population to create a successful city. The initial
three are residential, commercial and industrial areas that make
up a city. The creation of these areas lead to other demands
such as power, plumbing, police forces etc.
A major part of the games’ interface is directed at tools and
visualizations that allow the user to asses the state of the simulation. Overlays for crime rates, poverty, power supplies turn
the city into an immediate visualization of the system, while the
direct economic state of the city is shown by the state of the
buildings. Bad neighbourhoods look run down, with abandoned buildings and low quality houses, while more prosperous
areas look like the computer game equivalent of Manhattan.
Notice how implicitly the state of the underlying model is being communicated, While it is possible to ask advisors in game
directly what the players next action should be, a lot of the
users action is actually guided by the implicit indicators that are
present in the simulation.
2-8 Various data views in the
lastest version of Sim City.

Compare this to the example of the social network visualization
that would pop up a dialog every time you haven’t e-mailed
your grandmother in 50 days. The implicitness with which the
state of the game system is communicated in Sim City that
drives the users’ interaction with the game is the level of interaction that one should strive for in a social network visualization.
The way that the user is reading the implicit clues that the
system uses to show it state should be of the same level. A user
should be able to look at the system and determine for himself
what his next (social) action should be.
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Though gaming seems like a weird tangent to look at when
looking at visualization systems they are one of the most successful visualizations of dynamic systems that large groups of
users are currently interaction with. I am not pleading to make
visualizations into a toy, or marginalize their importance by
equating them to games, but there are important concepts for
good interaction design with dynamic systems to be learned
from these game designs. Serious visualizations, yes, but with
a playfulness and a richness of experience that we are used to
from computer games such as Sim City, Civilization and The
Sims.
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2.3 Interaction Design
The field of interaction design has established various working methods to realize a proper human-computer interface.
Persona based scenario’s drive the design decisions that are
made to arrive at a user-interface that adheres closely to the
user’s mental model. However there are various concepts and
structures that should be explored more in depth when creating an interface for a social network visualization, or rather, a
visualization that is a social interface.

2.3.1 Subjunctivity
In ‘The art of interactive design” Chris Crawford examines how
over the years the computer has changed our modes of thinking. Quickly diving into some biology as to how this has come
about, thinking started out as reptiles, capable of processing
sensory input, and recognizing rudimentary patterns in this
input and acting based on pattern recognition.
The next step came with the evolution of language. Coupled to
the evolution of language is the ability to sequentially process information, such as sentences and also in more abstract
terms to reason and work out cause and effect. According to
Crawford, the introduction of computers to aid our sequential
thinking brains gave rise to another mode of thinking: subjunctive thinking:
“The consideration of a problem or issue in terms of many possibilities.”
Analogous to consideration is the behaviour of exploring. In
the same way that a business financial uses a spreadsheet to
explore different financial scenario’s, we can use interfaces to
explore a certain issue. Interesting to note is that this explorative behaviour directly calls the first two modes of thinking
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back in to action. Sequential thinking allows the user to process
the cause-effect chain of their own interaction, whereas pattern
recognition serves to identify cause and effect.
By thinking of an issue in terms of many possibilities, the other
assumption that one directly arrives at, is that there’s an underlying system that drives the users exploration of the ‘range’ of
that system. The focus in the interaction design should be on
finding interaction paradigms that facilitate this exploratory
behaviour in the best way possible. Notice that this exploratory
behaviour remains firmly in the hands of the user, so when
facilitating this type of the user it is important to create a proactive interface, rather than a reactive interface.

2.3.2 Reactive vs. Proactive interfaces
The difference between a reactive and a pro-active interface
can be compared to the difference between a conversation and
an intellectual discussion. Where a conversation is focussed on
exchanging (factual) bits of information in turn, during a good
intellectual discussing the participants are processing this information and a much higher rate than in ordinary conversation. A
reactive interface is an interface where most processing occurs
after the user has done some form of input. A pro-active interface is where the computer is not only reacting to the input
from the user, but also computing through a active model.
This pro active behaviour where the computer isn’t only computing the users input but the consequences of the model and
the data that is fed into it also changes the user’s behaviour. To
refer back to the example of Sim City from the previous section,
its interface consists of facilitating the user’s actions, but also
representing the consequences of those actions based on the
internal model of a city that is being computed. By using the
right cues in the representation, the user can then be implicitly
triggered to do something about these conditions. For example,
an economically poor performing area is characterised by run
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down, low value buildings. When the users sees this, the state
of the model in that part of the map implicitly communicates to
him/her that something needs to be done about this sorry state
otherwise the neighbourhood might drag other parts of the
simulation down as well. Notice how this implicit representation also gives rise to a very large part of reflective behaviour of
the user: ‘Is this area performing poorly because I constructed it
poorly or because my current level of taxes causes the high tech
industry to leave the city?’.
This type of reflective behaviour is exactly what is also necessary in a user oriented social network visualization. By reflecting
the user’s properties (profile) back to them and exploring the
context in which this relates to his friends a reflective mode
of thinking is required. This reflective mode of thinking is also
very much present in subjunctive thinking. Of course reflective
thinking is like processing sequential thinking in reverse but it’s
the facility of exploring many sequences of thought that leads
to subjunctivity.
The next steps to think about in terms of interface design are
how to facilitate the exploratory experience when the user is
using an interface.

2.3.3 Direct Manipulation & Dynamic Behaviour
For a good visualization that is to be used an interface, well
thought out direct manipulation paradigms become important.
Since the visualization is represented as a system of objects it
seems only logical to allow the user direct interaction with the
objects in the system, instead of a menu or form driven interface. The system has to react to the users (direct) manipulation
of the objects. By adding dynamic behaviour to the objects
based on the user’s input, we can shorten the feedback loop
between the user’s actions and the systems reactions.
Imagine that a user is trying to find out how some of his/her
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friends feel about the newest album from an artist. By dragging
the album into the network visualization, the agents (friends)
in the network visualization might move away violently from
the object, signifying dislike, or be really attracted to it because
they like this artist. Curiosity could be expressed by having the
agents cautiously approach it, signifying that they might have
an interest in this artist. The user can then decide to send a
preview to their curious friend.
The application of dynamic behaviour to an interface takes a
different design process than the wireframe driven design process that has been established. Since behaviour is best communicated through animation (behaviour needs time to take place)
it becomes important to validate the feedback loop by having
people play around with a version of the interface where this
dynamic behaviour is implemented. This changes the requirements that have to be fulfilled by the interaction designers,
because the implementation of such a system is dependent on
the designer’s ability to write such behavioural systems in code.
Of course user testing can be done by presenting the users
animations of the dynamic behaviour, but by doing that the
implicitness of the behaviour is lost and the reaction of the user
can’t be accurately verified.
This approach of dynamic behaviour has various connections to
the discipline of generative design. In generative design most
time is spent in finding the ‘rich seam’ of parameter space, e.g.
the range of the parameters in which they give (according to
the designer’s eye) an aesthetically pleasing result. Similarly
in systems with dynamic behaviour, the rules governing the
dynamic behaviour should be finetuned for the optimal user
experience. The best way to do this though, is intensive testing.
Time should be invested in establishing an iterative approach
where the behavioural parameters can be tweaked on the fly,
making the adjustment of the system an intuitive process.
Besides using dynamic behaviour to have objects on screen in-
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teract with the users direct input, it can also be used to enhance
the symbolic representation. By having a group of objects ‘act’
like a crowd they appeal to the mental model of the user in
a way which is significantly improved from just using a visual
representation to appeal to the user’s mental model. Take the
example of the rotating cross giving in the introduction, based
on the user’s mental model, it is either interpreted as a propeller or a mill (though, the last interpretation may only be commonly found in a Dutch user base).
Dynamic behaviour and object based interaction has traditionally been the domain of games, rather than ‘serious’ software.
Where users willingly subject themselves to excise in games (Tetris and other so called ‘shit-from-the-sky’ games) they thoroughly object to this in a more ‘serious’ interface. But then the direct
manipulation and dynamic behaviour aspects aren’t called upon
to make the interaction with a software visualization more
game like, but the aid to the representative capabilities of the
interface. Important to note here is that inspiration is mostly
drawn from the genre of strategy and ‘God’ games, known for
their strength in representing complex dynamic systems in a
manner that is easy to grasp for the user, has depth (in terms of
gameplay and experience) and is fun to use.

2.3.4 Emotional Model
When exploring the tangents of sociology, social software and
interaction design, it becomes obvious that outside of the well
known distinction between the users’ mental model and the
technological implementation model, a third model should
be taken into account; that of the users’ emotional model.
Where the mental model takes into account how knowledge is
processed and understanding is created, the emotional model
should take into account how people’s reactions to a social situation differ. However, the problem then becomes that the way
a situation is emotionally interpreted differs between sexes,
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cultures, contexts etc.
Compare the reading of an emotional scene from any drama
film: A confrontation between two lovers. Men will read the
male’s emotional point of view easier than the female’s point
of view and draw their conclusions from those readings. Comments that men read as emotionally positive might be read as a
negative by a female viewer because her emotional understanding of the scene differs from the male. Social interaction design
should account for these different readings from an emotional
scene and implemented in the design of social software.
A scene from Neal Stephenson’s novel ‘Snowcrash’ comes to
mind: Snowcrash revolves for a large part around the MetaVerse, a Second-Life like environment where people use their
avatars for social interaction. In this scene the protagonist (Hiro
Protagonist) muses that he, and his then girlfriend Juanita
Marquez are the only people who are truly able to emote in
this virtual environment, on account of them being the creators
of the original emotional expression system that’s used in the
MetaVerse.
The realization that this emotional model should be taken into
account when designing social software almost gives rise to a
new discipline in the interaction design field: That of the social
interaction designer who not only focuses on the human-computer interface but on the human-computer-human interface.
Further explorations are beyond the scope of this thesis but are
an exiting prospect for future research.
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3. Concept
Based on the findings from the background research done for
the second chapter and projects that were examined during the
graduation internship I’ve arrived at a visualization and interface concept that allows users to do a contextual comparison
between themselves and the people in their network.
The key thought that should drive the users’ interaction with
the visualization and their experience is “Find you common
ground”. During the development of the visualization and
interface this was the thought that was kept in mind for the
validation of the design decisions.
The key to building this interface is to create a reflective user
experience where users are using their own profile data, which
they have entered into the network’s profile page. The benefit
of this approach is that the visualization becomes network independent. It can be implemented on a general social network or
a specific interest based network because it is wholly dependent
on the users’ contributions to the network.
This should also motivate the users to enter more information about themselves because they are only able to explore
the properties and habits of other people by comparing them
to their own profile. This symmetrical approach to sharing
knowledge about each other was specifically chosen to avoid
instances where the visualization could conceivably be used as
a ‘stalker-tool’ where people are cataloguing behaviour and
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interests for their own ulterior motives. Of course this doesn’t
stop the instances where people are entering bogus information into their profiles, but this data is worthless to the network
as a whole, not only to the visualization, so the responsibility
for this bogus data is delegated to general network operations.
During the process of creating the conceptual framework and
the realization of the interface it became apparent that if the
visualization is well executed and provided with communication
functionality it actually becomes the interface for interacting
with your network. However the danger is here that you start
adding so much functionality to the visualization that it replaces the main navigation methods in the website. This is very
much a scope issue, which was scaled back in the realization
of this project, but provides an interesting prospect for future
research and development.
The prototype that was realized based on the findings from this
thesis is explored in the rest of this chapter, beginning with the
visualization method.

3.1 Visualization
For visualizing the user’s network, al of the contacts are placed
in a circle around the user. This is the user’s social circle. Interestingly enough in Dutch there is a specific word for social circle,
‘kring’. However, a kring can also mean a group of people who
are standing in a circle. This ‘kring’ forms the starting point for
exploration and the initial state for the visualization. The user
can than split his social circle in different sections, based on the
contexts that he introduces into the visualization by using the
profile view. The user can then pick one of the separate context
values from the section for more exploration or comparison to
another group. These distinct groups then split out from the initial circle, while maintaining a tentative connection to the user.
The user can then either make a comparison between different
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groups or focus on the specific group of interest. By dragging
himself into one of these specific groups the user can examine
his relation to the group. When the user is centered in this circle
the contacts on the rim of the circle redistribute themselves to
an even distribution around the circle. Notice that while the
user has refined his selection the visual state of the system is
very similar to the initial state.
For representational purposes the profile photos of the users in
the network are used. Photos can also be clicked to reveal interaction functionality with the selected user. Such as sending a
message, an add-request (if the user is a second degree contact)
or just a quick note.

A quick walkthrough through a small scenario:
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3.2 Interface
As stated in the introduction of this chapter, the main thoughts
that drive the interface are that it is to be a ‘reflective’ interface, facilitating exploration of the common (and thus also the
uncommon) ground between users in the network. By exploring
these shared contexts the users gains insight into his own social
network and make noteworthy, interesting, or amusing discoveries about his own behaviour of that of his social environment.

3.2.1 Global organization
The interface is logically divided into 4 distinct areas. The
visualization itself takes center stage while the section that allow interaction with the visualization are delegated to panels
on the different edges of the screen which can be hidden and
show again by a quick keypress..
A short overview of the logical areas in the interface:

4

1

2

3
1: Visualization
2: Profile View
3: Toolbar

Should speak for itself
This contains the profile of the user
The toolbar contains tools for manipulation the view of the
visualization and making selections.

4: Interactive Member Card

The interactive member card shows a quick overview of the
properties of the selected user or group of users.
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Each of the parts of the interface are discussed in the rest of the
chapter.

3.2.2 Profile
The profile view is the key to the reflective part of the user

Name: Marijke

interface. While visually it looks similar to the profile view

Apple, Asics, Ben & Jerry's, Bershka, Danone, Etos,

commonly found in other social networks it has a few enhance-

My brands:
Gucci, H&M, Ikea, Mango, MTV, Nike, Second Life,
VARA, You-tube, Zara, All Stars

ments that allow it to interact with the visualization in a very

School:

direct way. Instead of representing the entire users profile with

, Simon de Roode School , Rooms Katholieke Montes-

text effort is made to have a representation where items such

MBO/HBO/Universiteit:

as favourite movie, music and brands are represented in the

Comenius College voor Lyceum Havo Mavo Vbo Lwoo
sori School
Willem de Kooning Academie , Grafisch Lyceum
Rotterdam , Hogeschool Rotterdam Wijnhaven

way that they are also represented in the real world. Showing

Company:

movie posters, album covers, brand logos. This type of repre-

Passies:

sentation allows itself much easier to be use as an object with

Sport:

can be manipulated by the user. For the items which can only be

Endemol stage productions
Volleybal en mijn hond
fitness
Music

represented in text (school names, travel destinations, hobby’s)
a solution was found to make words in to tactile objects. By
creating a token around the world when it is picked up by the
user it becomes a tactile object that can be manipulated and
dragged and dropped, again facilitating the direct interaction
with the visualization we strive to achieve.
By dragging and dropping these items into the visualization
they are used as context modifiers or filters that will change
the visualization based so that the user can explore their social
circle.

3.2.3 Toolbar
		
To manipulate the view and the selections that the user can
make in the visualization, as well as provide access to some
auxiliary functionality a horizontal toolbar runs at the top or
bottom of the screen. This toolbar contains access to the following tools:

Film
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Pointer – to make selection in the visualization
Hand – to pan across the visualization
Zoom slider– to zoom in and out
Center the visualization
Reset the visualization
Settings
The controls on the toolbar were chosen so that they only affect
the view of the visualization, not its state. All the state changes
in the visualization are a direct consequence of the interaction
that the user has by using their profile view.

3.2.4 Interactive Member Card
The interactive member card is a small inspector type dialog
that provides a breakdown of the key statistics for the selected
group of people. It shows a quick overview of the three key
properties that people have in common, their age distribution
and their locations. Small statistic graphic are used based on the
ideas of Edward R. Tufte on ‘sparklines’ – sentence size information graphics. The goal of the interactive member card is to aid
in exploratory behaviour. It can also be minimized or closed to
give more available screen space to the visualization.

Name: Marco Albron
Location: Berlin
Age: 25
Top similar interests:
Coldplay, Fight Club, Soccer
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Realization

4. Realization
When I started my graduation project I had formulated a broad
idea of what a social network visualization might entail. Also
the target user wasn’t clearly defined, that is, I figured that
there would be multiple parties who would have an interest in
such a visualization; the exploiter of the network, marketing
researchers, sociologists and end-users. I started out with this
really broad intended audience and figured that I could narrow
down my target group based on my research into this theme.
I started out with the idea of social network mapping, but as
my research progressed I came to the conclusion that there
were too many inherent complexities in trying to map the connections between thousands of people. Furthermore, one of the
things that irritated me in a lot of the projects that I looked at
dealt with similar themes and ideas was that the visualization
itself quickly loses its’ meaningfulness because of the inherent complexities of scale free networks. While a quantitative
visualization of a social network produces an interesting visual
image, I felt that it was better to focus more on a qualitative visualization where the image and interaction operate on a more
meaningful level. This meant a reduction in scope, from everyone in a social network site to a single user and his contacts. By
making this reduction I had found a target group: End-users of
social networks, found a visualization angle which hadn’t been
thoroughly explored, and was able to reduce the scope of my
project to a manageable scale.
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In the 16 weeks that I worked on this graduation project I didn’t
have a week where I didn’t have any new insights in terms of
what I was actually working and trying to achieve. In this chapter I try to give an overview into what these insights were.

4.1 Information gathering
Social networks as a phenomenon and the visualization and
mapping of these captured my interest long before I actually
started out with my graduation project. It started out with
Duncan J. Watts’ ‘Six Degrees – The science of a connected age’
(2003) in which he describes his first forays into the new discipline of the science of networks.
What captivated me was that Watts’ actually scientifically
proves the popular ‘six degrees of separation’ folklore (“You
can connect any person on the world to any other via six mutual
acquaintances). Motivated, I slowly started to acquire literature
and articles about the nature of social networks. When I started
reading the research done by Danah Boyd on online social
networks it became clear to me that I had to change my view
on how people behaved in online social networks. Since the
current implementations are inherently flawed (see 2.1.2 and
2.1.3) and driven by technological implementation models the
behaviour of users isn’t generally like how the behave in social
networks in the real world. When I realized this I figured that I
should currently also approach my project from this angle: The
current representation is flawed – how can we correct it?

4.2 Meetings and Interviews

During my internship at Scholz & Volkmer I had the good
fortune to meet several key contributors to the field of social
networks visualization. I was able to speak to Jonathan Harris
and Sepander Kamvar, the creative and technical forces behind
the social web visualization project ‘We Feel Fine’. Furthermore
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I also attended a presentation of Marcos Weskamp of ‘Social
Circles’ and ‘Newsmap’ fame.
I didn’t set out to specifically sit down with these people to take
an interview to include in this thesis, but to speak with them
about their experience and ask for advice on how I could proceed with my own project.
A short overview on what they had to say:
Johnathan Harris
I met with Johnathan Harris after he had given a presentation
on his work at the monthly Zefir 7 designer’s café in The Hague.
Being the principal designer behind We Feel Fine I asked him
about the visual design and interaction design decisions behind
We Feel Fine.
One of the inherent weaknesses I find in We Feel Fine is that it
disregards the person or object that the web users express their
feeling about. I talked about this issue with both of the creators
and it was interesting to hear their answers. Harris provided a
more design oriented response, while Kamvar approached the
issue from a more technical standpoint.
Harris admitted that this would indeed be an interesting addition to the experience of We Feel Fine.
The key advice that Jonathan gave me was not to focus too
much on drawing the connections between users because of the
complexities that arise from these types of visualization.
Sepandar Kamvar
When I poised my question about the disregard of the object or
person that an internet user who is captured in ‘We Feel Fine’
to Sep Kamvar at the See Conference #2, he explained to me
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the inherent difficulties in trying to gain meaning from the blog
posts that they harvest for We Feel Fine. He was however quick
to see the technical approach behind the context visualization
concept that I had developed by then. (From a technical standpoint most that is involved in the technical realization of this
context visualization is profile aggregation.) He expressed his
interests in my project and found it an interesting approach.
Marcos Weskamp
While Social Circles from Weskamp is one of the few good social
network visualizations I was somewhat disappointed by the talk
he gave about his work at the SEE Conference #2. Much of his
approach focuses on the technical implementations of visualization algorithms, only later finding their application by combining different elements. The complete lack of user centered
thinking in his work methods struck me as unrespectful, while
at the same time I was amazed by how successful Weskamp has
become with this somewhat single minded approach.

4.3 Social network crawling
Since my initial starting point was the mapping of social networks I figured it was a good idea to build a tool that would
collect the data that I would need to map a social network.
Inspired by the web crawling approach that Harris and Kamvar
took with We Feel Fine, I decided to build my own Social Network Crawler. Using Python I build a web crawler that was able
to gather data from two different social networks. I started out
with crawling the Dutch social network Hyves, because as it’s
position as market leader in the Dutch market I figured it would
make and interesting study topic.
However, it turns out that while crawling a social network is
easy by taking a snowball approach to harvesting friends lists, it
is a lot harder to distil worthwhile high quality data from HTML.
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Since my project wasn’t an engineering project I figured it
would be a waste of time trying to build a complex set of regular expressions and other analysis tools that would scrub the
data I gathered from Hyves. Luckily, pristine, semantically rich
data turned out to be available from another source. The social
music network Last.FM provides direct access to its’ data in
several clean XML formats through its’ audioscrobbler website.
Because of the descriptive nature of XML it was much easier
to create a tool that would read this information and make it
available for analysis.
With the web crawler I cobbled together in two weeks I was
able to crawl about 7000 users in 3 days. By then the queue
of users that the crawler still had to visit had grown to about
80.000 other users. I decided that 7000 profiles were more that
enough for the visualization and interface that I would be creating, however, it gave me the idea that I was only touching the
tip of an iceberg.
What was really exciting to see was when I plotted the data I
gathered with my crawler in Excel that the network distribution patterns described by Watts, Barabasi et al. immediately
presented themselves in my research sample. It turned out that
regardless of the size of the sample I was looking at, whether
it was 50, 500 or 5000 users the power-law curve of a scale free
distribution would present itself.
Based on the data that my small crawler brought back home
I came up with an interface concept that would allow the exploration of the data that it gathered. It involved creating interfaces for properties of user profiles, coupled with an interface
for attaching preattentive variables to the visualization of these
properties. While it was an interesting idea, it was so inherently
abstract that I realized it would take me years to realize this
concept. I needed another approach to the topic of social network visualization. What was really valuable for me of this part
of my research was that I developed a feeling for the type of
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data that people enter into a social networking site and how it
is handled. Based on this and the literature and research I read
about online social networks, I arrived at the idea of a contextual social network visualization.

4.4 Context visualization interface
From the research I was doing I arrived at the conclusion that
it would be very interesting to the end user of a social network
to have a context visualization at his disposal to explore his or
her own social network. While my first assumptions were that
it would be interesting to see who the well connected people
were and the relatively unconnected in a network, I realized
that the actual connections between the people don’t say that
much about their social interaction with each other. It’s the
context of their relation that drives their interaction with each
other.
So I started developing a organizational system that would allow the user to explore this. While developing this visualization
system I realized that it would be interesting for the user if he
could interact directly with the visualization, instead of having
to go through a interface with checkboxes, dropdowns and
radio buttons. This way I could have the visualization take the
center stage and at the same time it simplified the matter of
getting the user data into the visualization greatly.
As explained in the second chapter, you can add dynamic behaviour to a visualization based on the user’s interaction with it.
However, by trying to create a dynamic visualization system you
set yourself (or your developers) up for a lot of development
time. Since the visualization method is a custom design you
need to write your own scripts that translate the data from your
data source into a visual model. This kind of visual coding requires you to have a really solid understanding of geometry and
the related math that goes with it. Adding dynamic behaviour

REALIZATION

on top of that you requires you to immerse yourself into vector
math and again increases the complexity of the technology that
has to drive your tool.
When we were discussing parts of the context visualization that
would be integrated into the network visualizations that would
be used for Unddu.de decided to reduce the complexity of the
context visualization in terms of behaviour and scope for the
first release, to let users get familiar with the concept of social
network visualization first, instead of immediately exposing
them to a full scale dynamic visualization.
Furthermore the technical feasibility of how a visualization can
be implemented has to be taken into account, sinc it means exposing a lot of the inner database of the network to the client
side. Though an important factor in the realization and implementation phase in the actual social network, the complexities
& requirements of the technical system are outside of the scope
of this thesis.
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Conclusion

5. Conclusion
To conclude this thesis I’d like to examine the different aspects
that were part of the realization process for both the thesis as
well as the prototype.

5.1 Research
While social networks are a hot item in the web 2.0 world and
almost seem like old news to people who are working in the
web industry and certain demographic groups (teens, tweens
etc.) are very familiar with them. Only recently has research
been done with regards to the effects that they have on everyday social life. Of course there are some really prolific researchers such as Watts, Barabasi and Boyd, but they operate on the
cutting edge of the current developments which sometimes
makes it hard to see what’s relevant and what can be ignored.
One of the things that I found cumbersome sometimes was that
I was constantly jumping between three disciplines, reading
sociological studies into social networking sites would influence
my thinking about the visualization method and while creating
interaction concepts I constantly had to check whether I wasn’t
misrepresenting the user’s social system. This switching between
disciplines sometimes made it hard to see whether I was making
progress while at the same time it was very exciting because I
slowly felt everything coming together which translated into an
interface concept
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5.2 Reflection on Process & Implementation
In tandem with the development of my graduation project I
was also working on the development of Unddu.de. Unddu.de
is a social network that Scholz & Volkmer is realizing for Web.
de, a major German webportal. In this social network information visualizations are featured in different ways. There is a
global network visualization which aims to capture the breadth
and diversity of the network to attract new users to register
with the social network, and a visualization interface that is
integrated into the user’s cockpit page to explore his personal
network.
As part of the development of the visualization interface various visualization methods (Geographical / Communication /
Context) and concepts were designed. When presented to the
client in May they reacted very enthusiastically to our proposals and we were given green light to develop these concepts
further into the actual interface. At this time of writing we are
currently working on the realization of the “feinkonzept”. In
which we translate our concepts in to a detailed product that
can then be realized by the developers.
The context-based visualization method that is currently being
developed differs in a way from the concept that was developed for this thesis because the technical implementation of
the interface as defined in this thesis requires a thorough revision of the back-end on which the site is currently implemented.
The implementation that is defined in this thesis requires a
system that is capable of profile aggregation, and while simple
in its idea it involves a lot of technical development. Furthermore it exposes a lot of the data that is inside the network to
the outside world and the implications of this also have to be
taken into account.
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As a parallel to the developments that are currently going on
in the field it is worth noting that the American social network
Facebook has recently opened up their network to outside
developers to allow them to develop social applications for use
inside the network. This goes to show that an interesting market is developing for third party services in social networks.
As for my own experiences this past semester I feel that I’ve
grown in different ways. One of the important things that I realized when developing this project was how hard it sometimes
is to realize an intricate concept. Because data visualization
inherently require a process that defines how the data is visually represented this requires one to be able not only to think
visually, but also of the algorithms that are needed to interpret
the data that drive the visualization. Adding user interaction to
the interface and making it react to it dynamically adds another
processing layer to the visualization, namely that of interactive
behaviours. Each of these topics are a subject of study in their
own right and require all the attention that they need if they
are to be executed properly.
While I was doing research and developing my concept I sometimes felt like I was trying to pick up a mountain, combining
three separate disciplines into one project.
Combined with the fact that there are very little projects that
I could refer to that could give me some guidance in terms of
what I was trying to realize. Of course, looking at the projects
in the bibliography work is being done on this theme, but it is
either in a research environment where the mainstream users
have very little exposure to, or the art world where the ideas
and intentions of the artists take precedence over the user in
terms of interface, usability and experience. Note that I am not
putting any of these projects down on their relative merit. I just
want to point out that these projects were developed with a
different goal than the project which is described in this thesis.
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What I can take away from this is that as an interaction designer, I should be able to focus on what happens between disciplines such as visual interface design and information visualization. In the spaces where disciplines are combined something
comes into being that wouldn’t exist when these disciplines are
separate.
Having spent the past five months in Germany it’s nice to know
that the German people have a word for this: Gestalt, which
takes the center stage in the Gestalt psychology, where the key
thought is that the whole is more than the sum of its’ parts.

5.3 Future Research & Developments
As for future research and development with regards for social
network visualization I feel that there is a long way to go.
While we were developing the concepts at Scholz & Volkmer
I came to realize that when communication and interaction
functionality is added visualization it becomes an interface
in its’ own right, quickly moving away from the page driven
metaphor that most social networks currently employ. It would
be interesting to see what happens and how users react to
this. With the current developments moving increasingly more
towards a model of various open data services and widgets it
becomes apparent that these social networks are a place for self
expression where users aggregate different parts of their life to
present to the world.
Looking at the research question from chapter one once again:
Can we find methods to add to the online representation of
friendship that enrich the experience in online social networks?
Looking at what has been developed over the past few months
I feel that, yes, social network visualizations can enrich the social environment and have us find out things about our friends
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and acquaintances that help us see our social environment in a
different way.
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